


simply: come together.



simply: meet. Distance draws  

attention to the essential. Only minutes from the 

undisguised excitement of the valley, deep silence 

and gratifying clarity characterize the vigilius 

mountain resort which lies 1500 m above sea 

level. Many people see the vigilius as a place of 

inspiration and leisure.  Away from the daily routine 

is where openness emerges, one that yields 

great ideas, new paths and clear goals - at small 

conferences as well as at large presentations. 

simply: celebrate. Choosing 

the vigilius mountain resort as a venue for 

one’s festivity means choosing moments of 

solitude, distance and intimacy – amongst  

family, together with friends. Having received 

multiple KlimaHaus A awards, our hotel, which 

lives within and in harmony with nature and 

savors simplicity, invites you to take a deep 

breath and take time for yourself and your 

loved ones. 

simply: be among  
yourselves. Like an island on top  

of a mountain. No road leads up the Vigiljoch;  

the vigilius is solely accessible by cable car.  

The design hotel’s simple elegance carries 

nearly endless possibilities, and – within  

the framework of exclusive booking – offers  

creative freedom for unforgettable festivities  

that will remain forever in your guests’  

memories.



People at vigilius
Outspokenness and trust. The mountain demands respect, true cohesion and 

a good sense for the fundamentals. The community at vigilius loves their work. 

Their cordiality is sincere; their actions are honest and soundly represent good 

reasoning. That way the whole team works for the optimal realization of your 

event. 

Exclusive incentives and large festivities, confidential meetings and conferences 

in smaller spaces here at the vigilius mountain resort are assisted by a qualified 

and discrete team who cherish their mission to be your personal host and to do 

their best. 





Duy room
Success is in focus. Light, air and silence make space for clear and open 

conversations. The meeting room lies discreetly in the back of the hotel. Its 

location and orientation towards a larch forest create a calming atmosphere 

that invites the spirit to open up and make room for fresh ideas. More than 

once the duy room – “Room of the Owl” – has hosted the development of 

difficult topics that made successful progress, as well as projects that were 

brought to a crowning finish. Along with enough space for up to 80 people, 

the meeting room has direct access to the outdoors – perfect for small breaks 

in order to take a deep breath.

Etage 1° Etage Height (m) 2,50

Day light yes Length (m) 18,10

Area (m2) 110,00 Width (m) 6,10

Seats

40 80    32



Library
Refuge of wisdom and silence. The library of the vigilius mountain resort  

provides a clever mediation between a nearness to nature that encompasses  

a liberating outlook over all horizons and a closeness to your own thoughts,  

with a relaxing feeling of spiritual freedom. Light and clear with a direct  

connection to the outdoors, the tall room inspires ideas and visions that  

especially here find clarity and equal groundedness.

An atmosphere that encourages you to progress with your own advancement,  

to remain a pathfinder with new topics that are developed here.

Etage Piano terra Hight (m) 5,60

Day light si Length (m) 12,60

Area (m2) 67,00 Width (m) 6,60

Seats

20 32 16 18   30





Suite
Discretion and comfort. The suites here at vigilius mountain resort are an  

ideal place of retreat for conversations that require privacy and security -  

or for smaller meetings. Large-format windows allow the beauty of nature and  

scenic views of the nearby Dolomite Mountains to be seen, contributing to  

the amenity of the rooms which feature both modern design as well as regional 

tradition. Rustic South Tyrolean farmhouse furniture, as found in typical parlors 

throughout the country, fill the rooms with comfort and warmth: a homey  

atmosphere for inspiring moments of deep thoughts and decision-making. 

Etage Ground floor – 1° Etage            Hight (m) 2,50

Day light yes Length (m) 11,60

Area (m2) 72,00 Width (m) 6,60

Seats

    10



Wine cellar
Deeply hidden beneath picturesque old buildings: a winery embodies the flair  

of a mystic place of confidentiality and late evening hours holding precious 

treasures of native as well as international vintners. Traditional farmhouse  

furniture from South Tyrol embellish vigilius’ winery, comfortably accommodating 

around 25 people during cozy festivities. Wine tastings and cellar tours with our 

sommelier, family events, reunions or fondue evenings are frequently celebrated 

within smaller, cordial settings. 

Etage Basement Hight (m) 2,45

Day light no Length (m) 6,80

Area (m2) 34,00 Width (m) 5,00

Seats

25   30



Restaurant 1500
So close to the sky. Under a hoisted gable roof obtained from a hay barn, the 

spacious all-around glass windows of the restaurant 1500 give you the feeling 

of floating high above the world. The view towards the sovereign massiveness 

of the Dolomites, its woods, horizons and, in the evening, the lights below in  

the valley is as magnificent as the atmosphere elegant and animating.

Banquets and wedding celebrations can find here a very natural ambiance that 

is at once open yet comfortable, where a diversity of flexible space is offered  

for creatively oriented festivities and incentives.

Etage 1° Etage Hight (m) –

Day light yes Length (m) 16,10

Area (m2) 188,00 Width (m) 11,70

Seats

92   120





Stube ida
Welcome to the good old parlor. Quaint and filled with memories, the Stube ida 

brings the lore of the area into the house and onto the plates. In this manner  

it presents the widely adored culinary traditions of South Tyrol: Native and  

down to earth ingredients, easygoing and deliciously creative compositions of  

a modernized local cuisine. On sunny weekends the Stube becomes a popular 

stop for hikers and when the cable car brings the last daily guests into the  

valley, starlit silence returns over the Vigiljoch – a time best spent cozily by  

the old tile stove.

Etage Ground lfoor Hight (m) 2,40

Day light yes Length (m) 12,50

Area (m2) 94,00 Width (m) 7,50

Seats

46  50



Piazza
A space for social encounters, conviviality and pleasant, unconstrained  

conversation. Glowing with warm comforting colors, the piazza lounge turns into 

a favorable spot towards the evening, with cozy as-it-used-to-be styled seating 

right by the flickering fireplace, where dialogues naturally begin and connect  

people. Here is the perfect place for afternoon tea get-togethers, and for  

an aperitif served every day by the vigilius mountain resort. During large festivals  

the versatile piazza has functioned as a stage for live music with a large dance 

floor - and much more. 

Etage Ground floor Hight (m) 2,90

Day light yes Length (m) 11,50

Area (m2) 80,50 Width (m) 7,00

Seats

   120



Piazza Terrace
Expansive glass panels connect the piazza directly with the attached terrace, 

which entices convivial groups to go outside on warm and sunny days.  

Located on the rear side of the hotel, the piazza terrace conveys a very  

private ambience, savoring every last ray of sunlight, accompanied by the 

scent of larches and summer meadows and the charming sound of cow bells 

ringing in the distance. The terrace and the meadow right below provide  

endless creative possibilities for aperitifs in the open and events of all kinds. 

Etage Ground floor Height (m) open air

Day light yes Length (m) 11,30

Area (m2) 76,00 Width (m) 6,70

Seats

   50





Garden of Paradise
Like paradise on earth. At the end of a long corridor covered in red carpet,  

a large door opens up to the paradise garden: a neat little larch tree garden  

discreetly shielded from all sides, one that can be used as refuge for small 

meetings during warmer seasons. From this site the wooden steps seem to  

lead far up into the sky - a terrace with an all-round view of South Tyrol’s most  

scenic mountain tops. An ideal site for uninterrupted, “heavenly” celebrations  

or aperitifs with an extraordinary ambience.

Etage 2° Etage Hight (m) open air

Day light yes Length (m) 20,60

Area (m2) 156,00 Width (m) 7,60

Seats

   120



Ida Terrace
Sunshine in the heart and on the plate. The terrace by Stube ida is a place  

of receptivity and social encounters, of released tension and unconstrained 

conversation. When the weather is nice, an excellent distant view of the  

picturesque peaks of the Dolomite Alps and light, down-to-earth delicacies  

from the ida kitchen invite you to remain comfortably seated, often even after 

the countless stars have begun to illuminate the dark night sky. 

The continuously cheerful ida-terrace offers a perfect venue for theme events, 

incentives or large festivals. 

Etage Ground floor Hight (m) open air

Day light yes Length (m) 17,00

Area (m2) 136,00 Width (m) 8,00

Seats

90  100



simply: enjoying good things.
Eating what is good and what does good. The best taste comes from nearby: 

pure, honest ingredients, composed to culinary delights by our chef de cuisine. 

His philosophy values pure, unaltered taste. Every single element on the plate 

can thus unfold its own personality. Simple, harmonious and delicious. As a 

place of retreat and simplicity the vigilius mountain resort relieves you from the 

usual, everyday life and opens the senses for scents and aromas, for well-being 

in pleasant company. Bon Appetit!





simply: setting goals.  
Bundling forces for body and spirit. This location’s profound peace and  

silence creates an intense attentiveness towards one’s self, for details, for  

the essentials. Use the freedom to gain new energy. The mountain awakes  

a desire for movement and renewal. Therefore we relocate nearly all sports  

activities out into nature. Our sport-coach will be glad to arrange for you an  

individual exercise program from a wide range of far-eastern meditative  

movement techniques, focusing entirely on your team’s requests and goals.



simply: belonging together.  
The mountain welds together. The site‘s seclusion, the vagaries of weather  

and nature set both spirit and legs in motion. Feet are breaking through the 

layer of fresh snow, thoughts are glowing, feelings arise: We belong together, 

master the ascent unitedly, leave tracks and shape new trails. 

During winter the car-free nature on the Vigiljoch is particularly charming.  

Pristine pathways entice one to explore a peaceful landscape that – far away 

from the large ski-circuses – are practically free of people during weekdays.



simply: wellbeing.    
Panta rhei. In the place where everything flows, body and spirit open up  

and new paths emerge. Moments of silence give wellness and fresh energy  

to demanding subjects. Treat yourselves to a well-deserved break at the 

swimming pool, in a whirlpool underneath beautiful larch trees, in a sauna  

and with soothing treatments in the mountain spa. The fresh mineral-rich  

Vigiljoch spring water gushing through rich springs surrounding the  

“Bärenbad” has a remarkably beneficial effect on body and mind. In the  

vigilius mountain resort this water flows through all pipelines ready to drink,  

to bathe in, to draw strength from. 



simply: coming to rest.  
At the vigilius mountain resort, silence sounds like the pleasant melody one  

has been eagerly yearning to hear. After a strenuous day, the rooms and suites 

turn into a safe haven, a refuge for thoughts that assimilate the rhythm of nature, 

that seem to extend into the room through large-scale windows. The natural  

materials let the interior and exterior merge together, creating a harmony that 

gently invites one to a deep, restful sleep.



Banqueting area

Meeting area Room Etage Day light Area (m2) Height (m) Lenght (m) Width (m) Classroom Cinema U-shape Board Room

Duy room 1° Etage • 110,00 2,50 18,10 6,10 40 80 32 –

Library Ground floor • 67,00 5,60 12,60 6,60 20 32 16 18

Suite Ground floor / 1° Etage • 72,00 2,50 11,60 6,60 – – – 10

Winecellar Basement – 34,00 2,45 6,80 5,00 – – – 25

Room/location Etage Day light Area (m2) Height (m) Lenght (m) Width (m) Table Reception

Restaurant 1500 1° Etage • 188,00 16,10 11,70 92 120

Stube ida Ground floor • 94,00 2,40 12,50 7,50 46 50

Winecellar Basement – 34,00 2,50 6,80 5,00 25 30

Library Ground floor • 67,00 5,60 12,60 6,60 – 30

Piazza Ground floor • 80,50 2,90 11,50 7,00 – 120

Piazza Terrace Ground floor • 76,00 open air 11,30 6,70 – 50

Paradies Garden 2° Etage • 156,00 open air 20,60 7,60 – 120

Ida Terrace Ground floor • 136,00 open air 17,00 8,00 90 100





vigilius mountain resort . Pawigl / Pavicolo 43 . 39011 Lana . South Tyrol . Italy
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